


/ METHOD =

/ CRITERIA =

/ STATISTICS

/ ORIGIN
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FORWARD BACKWARD STEPWISE  ENTER (varlist) REMOVE

(varlist) TEST (varlist)

subcommandi%h&~~~~n  /DEPENDENTb%-h?  ~I~IXJTK&%~

&i*nunt: multiple subcommand 16 (g@‘h~dl~  2)

DEFAULTS PIN (value) POUT (value) FIN (value) FOUT (value)

TOLERANCE (value) MAXSTEP  (n)

hh16&‘lu’th  subcommand &.hrns%~n”dun keyword DEFAULT

hn&a~o~~~nu~  PIN (.05) POUT (.10) ua’: TOLERANCE (.01)

rnn'oa?l~  /CRITERIA na’j VARIABLES uazn’ooa /DEPENDENT

($-%l~ 3)

= DEFAULTS ALL R ANOVA  CHA BCOV XTX COND COEFF

OUTS ZPP CI SES TOLER LINE HISTORY END

618~ /STATISTICS eioa?wa$iou  /DEPENDENT t%ti&6o:?snx1-~

mwlz  default 80 R ANOVA  COEFF OUTS (g&“aoh  4)

~#th&t?~~fitlun-t~u’  intercept  term (/NOORIGIN)  w?~~?ti%‘j

intercept term (/OI$IGIN)  h~hG  /NOORIGIN  %6h  default

(n’ak.hxz4)  h&i& /ORIGIN %~&'Sl?-a%'h /VARIABLES

t-ib /DEPENTDENT  (@$od?a 5)



,/ MISSING = LISTWISE  PAIRWISE  MEANSUBSTITUTION INCLUDE

&3&tnniii  missing value i\t (Ul.JlUATUJ+il  LISTWISE

/VARIABLES

DESCRIPTIVES = DEFAULTS MEAN STDDEV VARI,ANCE  CORR SIG BAD COHH

COV XPROD N ALL

hi-mm  /DESCRIPTIVES  rrpiti%y  keyword wh default

&i MEAN STDDHV CORR (+&7\1 7)

Subcommand m'oWi?&h%t~L~~141:~  residual &I /RESIDUALS /CASEWISE

/PARTIALPLOT  /SCATTERPLOT  shco~~d  LI~~%I\IF;oMYw~~~  /mmOD

/ RESIDUALS = DEFAULTS HISTOGTRAM(tempvars)  NORMPROB(tempvars)

SIZE(plotsize)  OUTLIERS(tempvars)  DlRBIN  ID(varname)

POOLED

I?& /RESIDUALS IW 7 Ilnu7&ix~  keyword i7=M'i default.

key word 'in  7 gn HISTOGRAM(ZljESID)  NORMPROB(ZRSID)
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SIZE(SMALL)  PLOTS(ZRESID)  11% DURBIN  SPSS %&&i7

&'iUln'l~ (PRRD) 1lRz residual (RESID) I&&&I~~~?

(temporary variable,tempvar) \&%~%nl'?&t~  * &ct;7

tempvar li%JJo  (F+lO&nl  8)

/ SCA.TTRRPLOT  = (varname,varname)  SIZE(plotsize)

6&&&nu.l?&~  SIZE i 2 ilkI  LARGE f%J SMALL default

a
go SMALL n&& plot ~?n&&37?%l residual M%

.

kl1s,&u1&&ld  (i+;l\)  9)

/ PARTIALPLOT = varlist SIZE(plotsize)

l%&f;~l~  residual el I% e2 7"~; el t% residual
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COMPUTE LOGBEG  = LGlO(SALBEG)

REGRESSION VARIABLES = LOGBBG EDLEVEL  SEX WOW. MINORITY AGE

/DEPENDENT  = SALNOW

/M!ZTHOD  = ENTER SALBEG

/DEPENDENT  = LOGBEG

/METHOD = ENTER EDLEVEL  TO AGE

REGRESSION VARIABLES = LOGBEG  EDLEVBL SEX WORK MINORITY AGE

/DEPENDENT q LOGBEG

/'METHOD = ENT‘ER  DELEVEL

/METHOD = FOREWARD  SEX TO AGE

/'METHOD = BACKWARD

ii10lJil  3

REGRESSION VARIABLES = . . .

,'CRITERI'A  = FIN FOUT

/DEPENDENT = LOGBEG

/METHOD = STEPWISE
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REGRESSION VARIABLES = . . .

/STATISTICS = CI

/DEPENDENT = SALNOW

/METHOD  = ENTBR EDLRVEL

/METHOD  = ENTER SEX

hlulJ 5

REGRESSION VARIABLES = . . .

/DEPENDENT = SALNOW

/METHOD = ENTER SALBEG

/ORIGIN

/DEPENDENT = SALBEG I

,/METHOD = ENTER EDLBVEL

kixh 6

REGRESSION SELECT SEX EQ 0

/VARIAEKES  =  .  .  .

/DEPENDENT = LOGB~G

/METR6)D  = STEPWISE

/RESIDUALS  = RfsToGRAM

%Klil~  7

REGRESSION DESCRIPTIVES  = CORR

/VARIABLES = .:.
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/MISSING

m&l  /VARIABLES -... I;"&r;"?=W&\1  FACTOR command ILlr

Subcommand  &m~@u Subcommand  & 7 Unt%4 /MISSING /WID!l'H

LtrJr /MAkRIX  (+D~'I\)  1)

= LISTWISE  PAIRWISE  MFANSUB  INCLUDE

?&I&  FA $l&%~ti~Wi&l&Z!  ~"i~h~17f1  M'I multiple

subcommand Jm"  ($?o~'?Q  2) ~~~u&I  analysis block

/EXTRACTION = PC PAF ML ALPHA IMAGE ULS,  GLS

‘l$i~~%m%&m$  t?iEl'wisntii  multiple subcommsnd 1;

U6&i\ru  /ROTATION &.l&Wiir&J&Jilz%  rotate (I$1Olhl  3)

/DIAGONAL = value list

-l;,aww?,z;~~;;  PAF liu /DIAGONAL .5 .4  .3 .4  .2

/EXITRACTION  = PAF

ST331 .531
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FACTOR VARIABLES = ABDEWCT TO ABSINGLE

/MISSING  = MEANSUB

/CRITERIA  = FACTOR(~)

/EXTRACTION  = Ins

/ROTATION = VARI~X

/SAVE .= AR (ALL FSIXS)

FACTOR VARIABLES = ABDEFECT TO ABSINGLE

/MISSING = MEANSUB

/EXTRACTION  = ms

/ROTATION  = vmIt4tix

/SAVE AR(ALL  FSULS)

/SAVE BART(ALL BFAC)

a$h=i”‘jJtNWJ~un~lIl  CLUSTER

/METHOD  = BAVERAGE  WAVERAGE  SINGLE  COMPLETE CENTROID  MEDIAN wm.u
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Hti?UltrP!  CENTROID MEDIAN WARD ‘6&1  /MEBURE  = SEUCLID r&u

(+h\l 2)

BAVERAGE I& default 6&b&  /METHOD w~whu~~~~  default

/MEASURE = SEUCLID EUCLID COSINE BLOCK CWBYCHEV  POWER.(p,r)  DEFAULT

..: a
&'lui3\r  /MEASURE FI&n771~"\121&717  similarity measure %

square euclidian dist‘ance  :O SEIJCLID 171fh4U~  distant

. m

/PRINT = SCHEDULE CLUSTER(min  max) DISTANCE.NONE

;;7Gi\1  /PRINT  %l-w7=iw&I~  default R"i3  SCHEDULE uolwi-rQX

keyword CLUSTER (min,max)  lWTl3llhU&Jtl%%ll

/PLOT = VICICLE (min,maxrinc)  HICICLE(min,max,inc)  DENDROGRAM,NONE

VICICLE l&l  default min max inc (&&l17U  cluster Fh$ i$lF?

L153::  increment) m"El\l~&l&U7lJ~&J

MISSING = LISTWISE  INCLUDE

default !%I LISTWISE

m;OrilO  1

CLUSTER ZVl 21'2  ZV3 ZV4

536

CLUSTER TV1 ZV2 ZV3 ZV4

/METHOD -: SINGLE COMPLETE
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REGRESSION R=QRESSlON  (/WIDTH=  A32  [
I t

‘WELECT  = i:Lla  talamr!  “al”ej[

[/DESCRIPTIVE = [DEFAULTS] [MEAN]  [STDDEV]  [CoftR]
[VARIANCE] [XPROD]  [SIG] [Nj [BADCORR]
(COV’ [NONE]]

/VARIABLES = (varhsl  )

(ISTATISTICS =  (DEFAJLTS”]  [ R ]  [COEFF]  [ANOVA]  [ZPP]
(LABELI  ICHAI [ C l ]  [F] [BCOVI [SES]

WXI  lcoW  IEW IALCIIiHlSTObiYj

NOORHllN
” {ORIGIN

/DcPENDENT - varlht

STEPWISE  [- wrlist]
FORWARO [ = varhsl]

/ BACKWARD [ = vatltsl]  [

I I

ENTER [= varlisl]
REMOVE = varhsl

1  if...1

(/RESIDUALS - [OCFAULtr]  [DUMIN]

[HISTOGRAM (ff$ [OUTLIERS ({f~$l

[ICASEWISE  = [DEFAULTS] [OUTLlERS ({ ;,&I

[OEPENDENlJ  ‘PRED]  [RESID]  [lempvarltsl[

]iSCATTERPLOT  = [SIZE ([ r$k)) (vetname.  vammm) 1

“Delwll  il  Ihe subcomma nd;s o&led.

Tempomy msidlref  varmb!es  ire:
PRED  ADJPRED  Z P R E D  SEFRED  RESIO  ZRESID  ORESID
SRESID  SORES0  MAHAL  C O O K
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6.59
DEPENDENT Subcommand

6.60
METHOD Subcommand

The DEPENDE;\TT  subcommand indicates the dependent -variable  for the regres-
sion analysis. The DEPENDENT subcommand is followed by a variable name or
variable list. If you specify more than one variable on the DEPENDENT
s&command, SPSS produces a separate equation for each dependent variable
s@ed.

You can specify more than one ad:sis  with multiple DEPENDEINT  and
METHOD subcommands. For example, to run both a bivariate and multivariate
analysis in the same REGRESSION procedure, specify
R E G R E S S I O N  VARIABLBSBALBEG  SALNOW  L O C B E C

EDLEVEL  SEX WORK  MINORITY AGE
/DEFXNDENT=SALNOW
/YE-T”OD=ENTER  SALBEC
/DEPENDENT=LOGBEC
/YEtWOD=ENTEX  EDLEVEL  TO AGE.

The tirst  DEPENDENT subcommand defmes  a single equation with SALUOW  as
the dependent variable, and the METHOD s&command enters SALBEG  into the
equation. The second DEPENDENT subcommand defines another equation, with
LOGBEG as the dependent variable. The associated METHOD subcommand
enters variables EDLEVEL to AGE into the equation. The TO convention for
naming consecutive variables used in the second METHOD subcommand refers to
the order in which the variables are named on the VARIABLES subcommand,  not
their order on the active system tile. See Figures 6.36a and 6.36b for the olitput
from the second equation.

If you specify more than one variable on the DEPENDENT subcommand,
SPSS  produces a separate equation for each dependent variable specified.

At least one METHOD subcommand must immediately follow each DEPEN-
DE&T  subcommand, specifying the method to be used in developing the
regression equation. The available methods are
FOR\MRD  (wlist) Fwwurd  variable  se/ecr.%n.  Variables are entered one at a time

based on entry criteria  (S&on 6.46).
BACK\lXRD  (mrlist) Backward vuriable  rlimharion.  All variables are entered and then

removed one  at  a time based on removal  criteria (Section 6.47).

Stqwise  loLVc  nuq  orrd  remoral.  Variables are examined  at
each  step for entq or removal (Section 6.46).
Forced crq’  The variables named are entered in a single step.
The  default \ziable  list is all independent wiables.
Forced rcw.w~!  The variables named are removed in a single
nep.  REMO\Z  must have an accompan+g  variable  list.
Test  indicalc.!  subsers  qf indcpendenf  variables. TEST offers  an
ez! way to tm a variety of models using R’  change and its test of
sia&cance  az  the criterion for rhe  “best” model. TEST must
haw  an accompanying vanaale  11%

ST931

A variable list is required with the  REMOVE and TEST kewords and is optional
for rhc  other METHOD keywords. The default variable l&t for methods FOR-
HXRD, BACKWARD, STFPM’ISE.  and ENTER includes all variables named on
tbe VARIABLES subcommand that are not named on the preceding  DEPEN-
DE%‘T subcommand. For example. to request the backward-elimination method
discussed in Section 6.47, specie
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REZ.ESSION  VARIABLES=LOGBEG  DLEVEL  SEX WORK MINORITY AGE
/DEPENDENT=LOGBSC
/YETHOD=BACKWARD.

The keyword METHOD is optional and may be omitted For example, the
command
RE3ESSION  VARIABLES=LOGBEC  aLEVEL  SEX WORK IUNORITY  AGE

/DEPENDENT=LOGBEG
/BACKWARD.

produces the same results as the previous example.
You can speci@ multiple hlETHOD  subcommands. For example, you might

want to force one variable into the equation first and then en:er  the remaining
variables in a forward-selection fashion, as in
REZ?.ESSION  VARIABLES=LOGBEG  5lLEVEL  SEX WORK ILINORITY  AGE

/DEPENDENT=LOGBEG
/YSTHOD=ENTER  EOLEVBL
~VEZTHOD=FORWARD  SEX TO'AGE.

6.61
STATISTICS Bj- default, REGRESSION displays the four sets of statistics described for

Subcommand kqyords  R, ANOVA. COEFF. and OUTS below. These statistics are shown in
Figures 6.3b, 6.10, d 6.11 a for the bivariate equation, and in Figures 6.36a  and

equation. You can specify exactly which statistics you
the following keywords on the STATISTICS subcom-

DEFAIJUS

Au
R

ASOYA

cH4

r3ct.B'

s-lx

COUIN '

SELECIIOS

COEFF

R. AA0l.X. COEFF, and OUTS. These staristics are displayed when the
STATISTICS s&command  is omitted or if no ke!%ords  are specified on
the subcommand. If you specify statistics keywords on a STATISTICS
subcommand, the default statistics  will not appear unless you  specify
them explicitly, either individually or with the DEFAULTS key.vord.
AN  srarbrics  exccpr  F, LINE, and E.VD.
Mrrhipk  R. Display-s  multiple R. R’, adjusted R:, and the standard error.
(See Figure 6.10.)
Ann!W @variance mhle.  Dispjays  degrees of freedom. sums of squares.
mean squares. F value for mulnple R, and the observed significance level
of F.  (Set  Figure 6. I 1 a.)
Displays change in 2’ between steps, F value for change in R?.  and
significance of F (See Figtire  6.41.)
Ihrianctvovariance  Norris.  Displays a matrix Mith  covariances  above
the diagonal, correlations below the diagonal, and variances on the
diagonal.
Sweep mawi.\:

Collinearify  diagndsrics.  Includes the variance inflation factor  (VIF), the
eigenvalues of the scaled and uncentered  cross-products matrix. condi-
tion indices, and \ariancedecomposition  proportions (Belsley et al..
1980).

.-lids fo  selecting  WI  c!fr<.gresors  Includes Akaike information criterion
(AIK). Amemiya’s predlcrion  criterion (PC), Mallow’s conditional mean
squared error of prediction criterion (Cp). and Schwarz  Bayesian
criterion (SBC)  (Jud8e  et al., 1985).
Sraristics  for variables in rhe equation. Displays regression coefficient B,
standard error of B. standardized coefficient Beta. t value for B, and
two-railed significance level of I.
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OUKS

ZPP
cl

SE.5

TOL

F

LLVE

HIS-TORY

Slarisfics  for variables  nor in rL  equation that have been named on the
VARIABLES subcommand.  Stat is t ics  are  Beta  i f  the  sariable  were
entered, f value. for Beta. significance level off, partial correlation with
the dependent variable controlling for variables in the equation, and
minimum tolerance. (See Figure 6.42.)
Zerwrder.  part. and par&A  conelarion.  (See Figure 6.39.)
Confidence intervals. Displays the 95% confidence interval for the
unstandardized wgression  coetficient.  (See Figure 6.8.)
Appmrimate  stiut&rd  error of the  standordixd  re,,ession  coeficients.
(Meyer and Younger. 1976)
Tolerance.  Displqs tolerance and VIF  for variables in the equation and.
for variables not in the equation. the tolerance a variable would have if it
were the only variable entered next. (See Figure 6.5  1.)
F vahrefir B andsigni/cunce  o/F.  Displayed instead oft for COEFF and
OUTS. (See, for e.xample.  Figures 6.464 6.46~.  6.47a.  and 6.47b.3
Summary &w/or  each step  in srep  mefhodc.  Displays a single summary
line for each step in BACKWARD, FORWARD, oi STEPIVISE  methods
and the default or requested statistics at the end of each method block
(BACKWARD, FORWARD, STEPWISE, ENTER, REMOVE, or
TEST).
SIep  hisrory.  Displays a summary report with a summary line for each
method (ENTER, REMOVE, or TEST, if the equation changes) or step
if the method enrails  steps (FORWARD, BACKWARD, or STEPWISE).
If history is the OI@ statistic requested, COEFF is displayed  for the final
equation. (See Figures 6.43 and 6.46a.)
Onesummary  IitzepPrrtep or merhodbkxk. Disp lays  a  summary  l ine  per
step for BACKWARD. FORW4RD.  or STEPWISE, and one summary
line per block for EXTER,  REMOVE, or TEST, it-the  equation changes.

The STATISTICS subcommand must appear before the DEPENDENT subcom-
mand that initiates the equation and remains in effect until overridden by another

STATISTICS subcommand. For example,  to produce the output in Figure 6.8,
spxify
REGRESSION VARIABLES=SALBEC SAW03

/STAT IST ICS=CI
/DEPENDMT=SALNOW
/METHOD=ENTER  SALBEG.

To produce the output for the multivariate  example shown in Figure 6.41,  specify
REGRESSI  YARIABLES=LOGBES  ZDLFdEL  SEX WORK MINORITY  AGE

...r,.“~---^-.n r.. .,^_ - - - - -,.,.̂  .A-..  ..--.. w..,..,__ ---. .
/DEPENDEST=LOGBEG
,!KTHOD=ENTER  EDLEVEL
/METHOD=ENTER  S E X .

6.62
CRITERIA Subcommand You can control the statistical criteria by which REGRESSION chooses variables

for  entry into or  removal  f rom an equat ion with the CRITERU  subcommand.
Place  the CRITER1.a  s&command  after the VARIABLES subcommand and
before the DEPENDENT suLwmmand.  A CRITERIA subcommand affects any
subsequent  DEPENDENT and SIETHOD  subcommands and remains in effect
until overridden with another CRITERlA subcommand.

The CRITERIA keywords  are

DEIN'LTS PIS(0  OS), POLT(0.  IO).  and TOLER.4.VCElO.OXIl).  These are the
defaults if no CRITERIA s&command is specified. If criteria
have been changed, DEFAULTS restores the default values.
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6.63
ORIGIN Subcommand

6.64
SELECT Subcommand

TOLERANCE~I~~)

MAIISIWS(tl)

Probabilify  o$F-menfer.  Use to owtide  the default value  of0.05.
Probabiliry  of F-rcwernove.  Use to override the default value  of
0.10.
F-rwnrpr  The  default value is 3.84. FIN and PIN are mutually
exclusive.
F-fcwemore,  The default value is 2.71. FOUT  overrides the
default POUT criteria. If both FOUT and POUT are specified on
the same CRITERIA subcommand, only the last one specified
will k in etkt.
Tokance.  The default value  is 0.6601.  All variables must  pass
both tolerance and minimum tolerance tests before entering the
equation. The minimum tolerance is the smallest  tolerance for
that variable or any other variable in the equation ifthe variable  is
entered.
Maimurn  number of steps.  For the STEPWISE  method, the
default is hvice  the number of independent variables. For the
FORWARD and BACKWARD methods, the default maximum is
the number of variables meeting the PIN and POUT or FIN and
FOUT criteria. The MAXSTEPS  value  applies to the total model.
The default value for the total model is the sum of the maximum
number of steps over each method in the model.

For example, to change stepwise  entry and removal criteria to FIN and FOUT and
use their default values of 3.84 and 2.71, respectively, specify
REGRESSION VARIABLES=LOGBEG  EDLEVEL  SEX WORK UINORI'iY  ACE

/CRITERIA=FIN.FOUT
/!JEPENDENT=LOGBEG
/YETHOD=STEPHISE.

The regression model contains a constant term. You can  use the ORIGIN
subcommand  to suppress this term and obtain regression through the origin. The
NOORIGIN  subcommand,  which is the default. requests that equations include a
constant term.

Place the ORIGIN or NOORIGIN subcommand behveen  the VARIABLES
subcommand and the DEPENDENT subcommand for the equation. For example,
REGRESSION VARIABLiES=SALBEG  SALNOW.EDLEVEL
/DEPENDENT=SALNOW
/YIETHOD=ENTER  SALBEC
/ORIGIN
/DEPENDENT=SALBEG
/UETHOD=ENTER EDLEYKL.

requests two equations. the first with a constant term (the default) anfthe  second
with regression through the origin.

There are no specifications for the ORIGIN and NOORIGIN  subcommands.
Once specified, the ORIGIN subcommand  remains in effect until NOORIGIN  is
requested.

Use the SELECT subcommand to select a subset of cases for computing the
regression equation. Only  selected  cases contribute to the correlation coefficients
and to the regression equation. Residuals and predicted values are calculated and
reported separately for both selected and unselected cases. The SELECT subcom-
mand can precede or immediately follow the VARIABLES subcommand and is in
effect for the entire REGRESSION command.-Jhe form of the SELECT subcom-
mand is
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/SELECT= varname  relation value
. . .

Th<  relation can be EQ, NE, LT,  LE, GT, or GE.
For example, to generate separate residuals histograms for males and females

based on the  equat ion developed for  males  a lone (SEX=O)  as  shoun in  F igure
6.55, specie
REPRESSION SELECT SEX EQ 0

/VARIABLES=LOGBEG  EDLEVEL  SEX WORK MINORITY AGE
/DEPENDENT=LOGBEG
/METHOD=STEPWISE
/RESIDUALS=HIMOGRAk.

6.65 *
MISSING Subcommand Use the MISSING subcommand to specify the t reatment  of  cases with missing

values.  If  the MISSING subcommand is omitted,  a case  wi th  user -  o r  system-
missing values  for any variable named on the VARIABLES s&command  is
excluded from the  computation of the correlation matrix on which all analyses are
based. The MISSING subcommand can precede or immediately follow the
VARIABLES subcommand and is in effect for the entire REGRESSION com-
m a n d .

The  available keywords are

LISn,7SE

PAIR\%lSE

hlUVSUBSllTL’7ION

INCUJDE

D&e cares wirh min;n_ting values  liswke.  Only cases with valid
values for all variables listed on the VARIABLES subcom-
mand  are included in analyses. If INCLUDE is also specified,
only cases with system-missing values are deleted listwise.
LISTWISE  is the default.
Delete  case1  wifh  missing whrespairwise.  Cases %ith  complete
data on the pair of variables being correlated are used to
compute  the correlation co&cient. If INCLUDE  is also
specified, only cases nith  system-missing values are deleted
pairwise.
Replace missing  dues  with  Ihe  variable  mown. All cases  are
used for conmutations.  with the mean of a variable substitut-
ed for missin’g obxwations.  If INCLUDE is also specified,
user-missing values are  included in the computation of the
means and only system-missing values are substituted.
include all cases  wirh  wer-missing  v&es. Only cases with
&em-missing  values  are excluded.

If you specify  any combination of LISTWISE.  PAIRWISE, and hIEANSUB-
STITUTION  on the same MISSING subcommand, only the last one specified will
be in effect. If INCLUDE is also specified, it will also be in effect.

6.66
DESCRIPTIVES

Subcommand
You can reques t  a  var ie ty  of  descr ip t ive  s ta t i s t ics  wi th  the  DESCRIPTIVES
s&command.  These  s ta t i s t ics  are  d isplayed for  all var iables  speci f ied  on the
VARIABLES subcommand,  regardless of which variables you specify for computa-
tions. Descriptive  statistics are based on al1  valid cases for each variable if you have
specif ied PAIRWISE  or  MEANSUB  on the MISSING subcommand. Otherwise,
only cases that are included in the computation of the correlation matrix are used.
If  you specify the DESCRIPTIVES subcommand without  any keywords,  the
statistics listed for keyord  DEFAULTS  are displayed. If vnu  name any  statistics
on DESCRIPTIVES, only those eaplicity requested arc displayed.

The  following  descriptive statistics are available:
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DKKAI,XTS ME&V,  STDDEK  and CORR This is the default if DESCRIPTIVES  is
specified without any keywords.

hlEAii Triable  means.
STDDEV lbriable  standard deviations.

\‘AUOCE  ltiriable  variances.
CORR Correlation matrix.
SIG One-railed sig@icance  lewls  for the correlation coeficients.
B.WCORR Correlation ntatrix  ott!l~  ffsonte coe$icients  cannot be computed.
co\ Cowriance  matrix.
W R O D Cross-product dm*iations,fiom  the mean
N Number of  cases used IO compute the correfation  Irorffrriettts.
A U All descriptive staiistics.

For example, to produce the correlation .natrix show  in Figure 6.34, specify
REGRESSION DESCRIPTIVFS=CORR

/VARIABLES=LOGBEC  EDLEVEL  SEX RORK KINORITY  ACE
/DEPENDENT=LOCBEG
/KETHOD=ENTER  EDLEYEL  TO AGE.

6.67
Anaiyrinq  Residuals Once you have built an equation, REGRESSION can calculate a variety of

temporary variables containing several types  of residuals, predicted values, and
related measures. You can use thcsc  variables to detect outlien and influential data
points and to examine the regression assumptions described in Sections  6.17
through 6.22.

The following temporary variables are available for the analysis of residuals.
PRED Vmtandardizd  predicted  values. (See Section 6.13.)
ZPBED Standardii;edpredicfed  ,nlues.  (See Section 6.13.)
SEPRED Standard errors o/rhe  predicted wlues.  (See  Section 6.14.)
KESID Vnstandardi:ed  residuals. (See  Scetion  6.18.)
ZRESID Standanii:ed  residtads.  (See Section 6.18.)
SR?SlD Studentized  residuals. (See  Section 6.18.)
hUHAL Mahalanobis’distance.  (See Section 6.24.)
ADJPKKD  Adjlrstedpredicted  values. (See  Section 6.25.)
DKESID Deleted residuals. (See Section 6.25.)
SDFtESID Studentizddeleted  residuals. (See Section  6.25.)
COOK Cook’s distances. (See  Scction 6.25.)
LEl-ER Lmmge  rahces.  (See S&ion  6.49.)
DPBETA DFHXA. The change in the rcgession  coefficient that results from the

deletion of she  ith cast.  A DFBETA value is computed for each  ease  for
each regression cocffieient  generated in a model.

SDBEIA Startdardired  DFBEU.  An SDBETA value is computed for each cast  for
each  regression co-eflkicnl  generated in a model. (See Belsley et al., 1980.)

DPFlT DFFIT.  DFFIT is the change in the predicted value when the ith case is

SDFIT
de]*.  (See Belslcy et al., 1980.)
Stamiardtred  DFFIT. (Sea  Be&y  et al., 1980.)

CO\‘KATIO  COJ’RATIO.  Ratio of the determinant of the covarianec  matrix with the
ith ease deleted to the determinant of the covariancc  matrix with all eases
included. (See  Belslcy et al., 1980.)
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6.66
RESIDUALS

Suheomlnand

MClN

KIN

Lower  and upper bounds for the prediction interval  o/the  mean predicted
response. A lower bound LMCIN  and an upper bound UMCIN are
generated. The default confidence interval is 95%. The interval may be
reset with the CIN suhcommand. (See Dillon & Goldstein, 1984.)
Lower and upper bounds/or the prediction inrervalfor  a single observation.
(See Dillon 6: Goldstem, 1978.) A lowerbound  LiCiN and an upperbound
UlClN are generated. The default confidence interval is 95%. The intenal
may be reset with the CIN subcommand.

Residuals analygis  is specified with four subcommands: RESIDUALS, CASE-
WISE, PARTIALPLOT, and SCAITERPLOT. You can specify these subcom-
mands in any order. but you cannot specify more than one of each per equation.

and they must immediately follow the last METHOD subcommand that com-
pletes aiiequation.  The residuals subcommands  affect only the equation they
follow. Requesting any residuals analysis always produces descriptive statistics on
at least four of the temporary variables (PRED. ZPRED, RESID, and ZRESID).

All variables are standardized before  plotting. If an unstandardized version of
a variable is requested. the standardized version is plotted.

Use the RESIDUALS subcommand to obtain the statistics and plots listed below.
Specifying the RESIDUALS subcommand without any specifications produces the
display described for keyword DEFAULTS. If any keywords are specified on
RESIDUALS. only the displays for those  keyTvords are produced.

DEFAULlS HIS~-OGRA~~(ZRES~DJ.  XORMPROB[ZRESlD).  OUTLI-
ERS plots(ZRESID).  Si.ZE(S&lLL),  and DCRBIN.  These
plots are produced if RESIDUALS is specified without any
specifications.

H1SKXRXM(tcmpvars) Histogram qf  standardized temporary variables named. The
default temporary variable is ZRESID. Other variables that
can be plotted are PRED. RESID, ZPRED, DRESID, AD-
JPRED, SRESID, and SDRESID. (See Figure 6.22a.)

NORMPROfb(tempws) Xormal  probability (P-P) plot of standardked  values.  The
default variable is ZRESID. Other variables that can be

SIZE(plotsize)

OUlXlERS&mpws)

POOLED

plotted are PRED, RESID, ZPRED, and DRESID. (See
Figure 6.22b.3
Plot sizes. The plot size can be specified as SMALL or
LARGE. The default is LARGE if the display width is at least
120  and the page length is at least 55.
The ten’ n&t  extreme values  for the temporary variables
named. The default temporary variable is ZRESID. Other
variables can be RESID, DRESID, SRESID, SDRESID
MAHAL and COOK.  (See Figure 6.24.)
Dwbin-  U’atson  rest staristic.  (See Section  6.2 1.)
Identifration  labels for rawwise and outlier  plots. Cases are
labeled with values  of the variable named after the ID
keyword. By default, the plots are labeled with the sequential
case number-  ID also  labels  the CASEWISE  list  of cases. (See
Figures 6.23 and 6.24.)
Pooled plots and statistics when the SELECTncbcommand  is
in effect. AII cases in the active tile are used The default is
separate repmting  of residuals statistics and plots for selected ‘-
and unselected cases.
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For example, to produce the output shown in Figures 6.22a.  6.224 and 6.24,
specify
REGRESSION VARIABLES-SALBEG  SALXOW

/DEPENDENT=SALNOW
/ M E T H O D - E N T E R  SALBEG

/RESIDUALS=HISTOGRAK(SRESID~  !;OBMPROB
OUTLIBPSIMAHAL)  ISISEXRACE~ SIZE (SMALL).

6.69
CASEWISE  Subcommand You can display a casewise  plot of one of the temporary variables accompanied by

a listing of the values oitine  oeptndeni  and the temiorary variabies.  Tire plot can
be requested  for all cases or limited to outlicrs.  Specifying the CASEWiSE
subcommand  Hithout  keywords produces  the output listed  for DEFAULTS.

The following may be specifixl  on the CASEWISE  sukommand.

DEFAIJLlS OUTLIERS(3).  PLOT(ZRE.VD).  DEPENDEhT  PRED.  a n d
RESID. This is the default if CASEWISE is specilicd  without any
keywords .

OLTLIERSWU~)  Limb  plof  to owlicrs  greater rltan  or equal to t/z  stondardf:ed
nbsobtte  w/w @the  plotted variable. The default value is 3. (See
Figure 6.23.)

A U Include all  C(ISCS in rbe casewise  p/or.  Produm  a plot of all cases.
including outliers.  The keyword OUTLIERS  is ignored when ALL
is specif ied .

PLDT(:cmpnr) Plot the  stmtdardked  values of the temporag  wiable  nomed.  The
default variable is ZRESID. The other variables that can be plotted
are RESID. DRESID, SRESID,  and SDRESID. (See Figure 6.23.)

..,.%I Lkt  u&es  of the DEPENDEA7  ond tempomy  wriobles  named.
Any  temporaT  vanable.  mcluding  LEVER,  can Le i&c;.  T;B~
defaults are DEPENDENT (the dependent variable), PRED, and
RESID. (See Figures 6.16 and 6.23.)

For example, to produce the  casewise  plot shown in Figure 6.16, specify
REZRESSION  VARIABLESSSALBEG  SALNOW

/XPENDENT=SALNOT
IKETHOD-ENTER  SALSEG

‘/KESIDllALS=ID(SEXRACE)
/CASEWISE=ALL DEPEXtENT  PRED RESID SEPRED.

6.70
SCATTERPLOT

Subcommand

To plot outlien  whose absolute values are equal  to or greater than 3 based on
ZRESID, you need only specify the CASEWISE  s&command.  To base the plot on
Studentized  residuals and label it with an ID variable, as shown in Figure 6.23.
specify
FZGXESSION  VARIABLESSALBEG SALNOW

/DEPENDENT-SALNOF
/Y’ZTHOD=BNTER  SALBFG
/F.ESIDUALS=ID(SEQlACE)
/CASEWISE=PLOT(SRFSID).

If you request more variables than will fit on the page uidth  set either with the SET
NTDTH  command or the WIDTH subcommand in REGRESSION, your output
will be truncated (see Section 6.75).

Use the SCAT7;ERPLOT  subcommand tdgenerate  scatterplots  for the variables in
the equation. You must name at least one pair of variables on the SCATTERPLOT
subcommand.  Optionally, you can specify the SIZE ke!wprd  to control the size of
the plots. All scatterplots  are standardized.

The specifications for SCATTERPLOT  are
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The Fir of wriables  IO  be plotred.  A\ailablc  variables are PRED.
RESID.  ZPRED, ZRESID,  DRESID, ADJPRED, SRESID.
SDRESID,  and any variable named on the V4RIABLES  subcom-
mand. Temporary variables should be preceded by an asterisk on
this subcommand.
P/or  zixs. Plot size can be SMALL or LARGE. The default is
SMALL.

The first variable named inside the parentheses is plotted on the vertical (r) axis.
and the second is plotted on the horizontal (X)  axis. For example, to generate the
scatterplot  shown in F@re  6.20, specify
REGRESSION VARIABLES=SALBEC  SALNOW

/DEPENDENT=SALNOC
/YETHOD=ENTER  SALBEG
/SCATTERPLOT=(‘SRSSID.*?R~).

To produce a scatterplot  for SRESID and PRED based on the logarithmic
transformation of both the dependent and independent  variables, as shown in
Figure 6.30a, use the SCATTERPLOT  sub-command above along with the
following transformation commands:
COY?UTE  LOGBEC=LClO(SALBEGJ.
CCYPUTE LOGNOI=LGlO(SALNOW).
RECRBSSION  VARIABLES=LOGBEG.LOGNOW

/DEPENDENT=LOGNOW
/YETHOD=ENTER  LOGBEG
/SCATTERPLOT=(‘SRESID.*PRED).

To produce more than one scatterplot. simply add pairs of variable names in
parentheses. as in

6.71
PARTIALPLOT Use  the PARTL-\LPLOT  subcommand to generate partial residual plots. Partial
Subcommand residual plots are scatterplots of the residuals of the dependent variable and an

indewndent variable when both variables are reeressed  on the rest of the
independent variables.

If no variable list is given on the PARTIALPLOT subcommand. a partial
residual plot is produced fir every  independent variable in the equation. Plots are
displayed in descending order of the standard error ofB. All plots are standardized.

The specifications on the PARTIALPLOT subcommand are

vadist Illdependent  variables to be wed  in partial residual ~101.  At least two
independent variables must be in the equation for a partial residual plot
to be  produced. You can spxify.the  keyword ALL to obtain the default
plots for every independent vanable  in the equation.

SIZE(plotslzee)  P/OI  sires.  The plot size can be specified as SMALL or LARGE. The
default plot size is SMALL

For example, the following commands produced Figure 6.49a:
COYTUTE  LOGBE@=LGlO(SALBEG).
REGRESSION VARIABLBS=LOGBEC  SEX MINORITY BDLEVBL  WORN

/DEPENDENT=LOGBEG  /HETHOD=STEPWISE
/P.IRTIALPLOT=BDLBVEL.

6.72
SAVE Subcommand Use the SAVE subcommand to save any or all of the temporary variables described

in Section 6.67. The format is the name of the temporary variable followed by a
valid variable name in parentheses. as in
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6.73
REALI  and WRITE

SUlXZOlIWtl*“US

GET FILE=‘BANK.SYS’.
RECR&SSION  VARIABLES=SALBEG,  SALNOW

/DEPENDENT=SALNOW
/YET”OD=ENTER  SALBEG
~SAVE=SEPRED(SE).

PLOT CUTPOINTS=EVERY(PO)  /SYMBOLS=‘-,.
IPLOT=SE WIlli  SALBEG.

This example saves the standard errors  of the predicted values with variable name
SE. Then the PLOT procedure is used to plot the standard errors against the values
of the independent variable SALBEG.  Figure 6.14a  shows the plot.

If you don’t specify a new variable name, SPSS generates a new variable name
by default.

If you specib  DFBETA  or SDBETA. the number of new variables saved is
equal to the total number of variables in the equation. including the constant. For
example, the command
R E G R E S S I O N  DEPENDENT=SALBEG

/MmOD=ENTER  AGE SEX
/SAVE=DFBETh(OFBV.AR)

will create and save  three new variables with the names DFBVARO, DFBVARI,
and DFBVARZ.

You  can use the keyword  FITS to automatically save  the temporary variables
DFFIT,  SDFIT , DFBET4.  SDBETA,  and COVRATIO.  as in:

IS.:.:E=FITS.

If ?-au  specify FITS, you  cannot specify new  variable names. SPSS automaticall!
generates new variable names.

Prc..xdure  REGRESSION can read and wire  matrix materials, which can be
proxseo  more q\rrca,>  G.arr U.&j.  Us..  . ..C .I I..” - .a.- “““TE  r_bz-rrmm+  tn utiitr,+,.,,+
materials to a tile. You can write default matrix materials or specify the materials
you want to write, including variable means. standard deviations, variances, a
correlation or wvariance  matrix, and the number of cases used to compute the
correlations or covariances.  You can then use  the READ subcommand  to read the
marAy.  materials into REGRESSION for additional analysis.

The READ submmand  can also read matrix materials written by other
procedures, such as CORRELATION, or  entered as data in free or fixed format.
See Command Reference: Regression-Matrix Materials for complete instructions
01:  using matrix materials with  REGRESSION.

6.74
WGT Subcommand Tine  REGWGT &command  specifies a variable for estimating weighted lean-

squares models. The only specification on REGWGT is the name of the single
variable containing the weights, as in
FJXXESSION VARIABLES=IQ TO ACHIEVE ~~~Cl=KTI

/DEPENDENT=VARY  /b%THOD=ENTER  /SAVE-PREDIPI  P.ESIDiR).

REGWGT remains in effect for all analyses  specified on the REGRESSION
command. If you spxi& more than one REGWGT subcommand, only the last
one specified will be in effect.
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6.75
ylotw Subcommmnd You can use the WIDTH  @command  to control the uidth of the display

produced by the REGRESSION pmeedure.  The  default is the width specified on
the SET command. The WIDTH subcommand  in REGRESSION overrides the
uidth specikd on SET.

You can  use the \\lDTH  subcommand  to chan_ee  the appearance of your
output. For example. io Figwe  6.41 statistics for vanables  in the equation and
variables not in the quation am  displayed side by side. In Figure 6.464 the
command
REZRESSION  li'IDTH=BO

/VARIABLFS=LOCBEi  EDLBVEL  SEX WORK MINORITY AGE
/STATISTICS-F /DE?ENDENT-LOGBEC  /klETliOD-FORCARD.

diiplays  the statistics for variables  oat  in the equation below the statistics for
variables in the equation.

A smaller page width limits the number  of statistics that can be displayed in a
summary line and may  also QUX  casewix  output to be truncated (see Section
6.69). Specifying a smaller page width may also  reduce the size of scatter and
normal-probability pks  in the residuals output.

6.76
Annottied  tmntpla To p%hice  the stepwise  variable selection example discussed in Section 6.4g,

mfy

: :4-1s
EEL 2B-29
2s-37.

DATA LIST FILE-'ENPLOYEE.DAT'
/ I O  1 - 4  SALBEC  6-10 S E X  12 TIME

ACE 17-20 (2) SALNON  22-26 EDL
lORN  31-M  12) JOBCAT  MINORITY

VAR LABELS ID 'EUPLOYEE  CODF'I
SALBEG  'BUXNNINC i SALARY"
SEX 'SEX OF ENPLOYEE '/
TINE 'JOB SENIORITY' /
AGE 'ACE OF EYPLOYEE'I
SALNOW  'CURRENT SALARY',
EDLEWL 'fJXlCATIONAL
WORK  'WORN BXPERI
JOBCAT  'BMPLOYMEh

_..
.~_ LEVrL'/
:ENCE'  I
IT CATEGGCRY  ' /

ITY CLAS&I~ATION'.

,' 2‘XiFFICE  TRAINEE'

MINORITY 'MINOR
VALUE LABELS SEX O'MALES 1'A

JOBCAT  1 'CLERICAL
3 'SECURITY DEICER'
4 'COLLEGE TRAISEE'  5 'EXENPT  EYILOYEE
6 'MBA TRAINEE' 7 'TECHNICAL'/YINORITY  0 'W"'.""'  1 I....".x.I.m"I

“l&G  I RL..““~IT

wSsINc  v~~ur.9  SALBEC.TXME
FDRNATS  SALBEG  SALNOR  (CO

;T06ED$VEL.JOBCAT  (O)/SEX.N:PORITY
. .

COMPUTE LCCBEG-LGlO(SALBEC
COMPUTE LOCNOW-LGlO(SALNON I :
RUXESSION  VARIABLES-LOGBE C.EDLEV~.S~.WORK.MINORITY.;SE/-- . . .._A -STATISTICS-R.CO~r.uul3.*

OEPENDENT=LOCBEC/
YETHOD=.STEPWISE.

FINISH.

(9).

l The DATA LIST command d&es  the dau  fde  and variable names and gives the
mlumn locatioas  for each  variable.

-. The VARUBLE  LABELS aad  VALUE LABELS camma&  supply descriptive lab&
for the variables and their vahzs.

- The MISSING VALUES command assigns I&  value 0 as missing for SALBEG,  TIME
TO EDLEVEL,  and JOBCAT, and the  value 9 as  missing for SEX and MINORITY..

- The FORMATS command  assigns  a cotnma  display and-kite format to the variables
SALBEG  aad  SALNOW.
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l The COMPUTE commands create the new variables  LOGBEG  and LOGNOW.
l The REGRESSION command asks for a stqwise  regression.of  the named variabla

with LOGBEG  as the dependent variable. It also  asks for the statistics R. COEFF,
OUTS, and F.

The output from this example is shown in Figure 6.48.
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